TEKTestimonial
ZUCE’S TEKTRAINING OPTMISES PERFORMANCE
OF BRISBANE WORKSHOP
Simply Tuning, a dyno tuning specialist workshop in Brisbane’s north, tunes
a wide range of vehicles, from common rail diesels to luxury high-end
automobiles. Head Technician, Daniel Buchner, had previous experience of
other tuning software, so when establishing Simply Tuning, he chose ZUCE
to ensure he could offer his customers the very best tuning performance
possible - Alientech. Knowing the reputation of both ZUCE and its founders,
Glen Hadden and Eric Ebert, Daniel knew there was no one better to take his
business to the next level.

Hands-on, expert training - right here in Australia
Daniel found ZUCE’s TEKTraining to be invaluable in building his tuning
expertise. The easy-to-follow sessions embedded theoretical information
with practical learning experiences and exercises to give him a thorough
grounding in all aspects of the latest Alientech technology.
After the training, Daniel took advantage of ZUCE TEKTalk so he was
completely supported in his workshop. He was able to access phone support
directly with the trainer, who guided him through any issues or questions on
the spot.

SINCE COMPLETING
TEKTRAINING,
SIMPLY TUNING
HAS SEEN A 300%
INCREASE IN
PRODUCTIVITY.

“There’s simply no other company
in Australia that knows half of what
ZUCE knows about Alientech. I’m
putting what I’ve learned from
ZUCE into practice every single day.
My confidence with tuning all types
of vehicles has sky-rocketed and
I’m doing things right the first time.
I’m 10 times faster than before and
that translates into a huge financial
improvement for my business.”
DANIEL BUCHNER
Head Technician – Simply Tuning

Evolved performance
ZUCE’s TEKTraining has had a substantial impact on Simply Tuning’s
productivity and business performance. Daniel’s tuning mastery means he is
faster, more accurate and more responsive to his customers’ specific needs.
The workshop is now able to tune more vehicles each day, and servicing
more customers than ever before.
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